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other, prisoner who was suffering the same misery that she was here, reciting: 1

this beautiful poem about a flower, she said, all the btramp and the marsh''

and. the cold and everything around her' disappeared and. he said to this

day when she remembers the beauty of that poem which was recited to her by

this other woman when they were, both suffering from that terrific brutalty

which is so prominent in our world today and I couldn't help being impressed'

how in the midst of the evil and the wickedness and the misy f this

world, you get glimpses of the beauty that is here, the beauty and the glory

and the lovliness that God has put into this,orld, we can't deface it al

together, we can't do away with it altogether, it is there and it shows up

and. in all the art arid in all the typos of literature and many types of

beauty that there are, we have added evidence of the fact that this is

Indeed'a good world. The Psalmist speaks of it frequently and elsewhere in

the Bible of the beauty of the world in Ps. 103,1011, he describes the beau*,

of nature and watchful hand over all tb(%o works of nature. There is

much in the Bible that deals with this aspect add there is so much in ob

servation that it is easy for people to say, God is in His heaven, all is

right kith the world, and especially if you live in a Christian COMMI.Mity

whre a great deal of the wickedness of the world is shut out, or at least

in the land which enjoys4bhe results and benefits of Christian background

and we have much less of brutality than they have itis easy for

some people to shut their eyes to the evils of the world and. say. 'oh, this

Is a beautiful world, we are just going forward onward and upward forever,

there is just a little bit o remains of insufficient development but

we are gradually moving forward. and. soon everything will be perfect. It is

easy to cone to that viewpoint because of the fact that there is so much

beauty in the world. It Is a wonderful world which God. has made. There are

those who say' e have reognizod God has made the world, we see Ols hand

in it and that explains everything" but it doesn't. We need more, we need
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